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Equity & Access: Persons 
with mental health issues
Instructor: Laura Hsu  
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130 
Department: Education
andrea ahearn
Using ipads in the classroom: 
An evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
amanda alcox
Equity & Access: Persons 
with physical disabilities
Instructor: Laura Hsu















Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
my’asia alston
The Effect of Distractions 
on Test Taking Ability
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
nicole amalfitano
Equity & Access: LGBTQQIA
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
tawayne anderson
Equity & Access: Prison populations
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
tawayne anderson
Motivation strategies for coaches: 
Evidence based practices?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
taylor anderson
Hunger in Massachusetts 
& The Open Door
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
andria augar
Testing the Effects of Anti-bacterial 
Hand Soap on E  Coli
Instructor: Jimmy Franco
Class Affiliation: CHM 2220
Department: Chemistry
marisa auger
Bringing Responsible  




Class Affiliation: HON 4002
Department: Honors Program
brian ayotte
Identifing Inhibitors  
for Histoplasmosis
Instructor: Jimmy Franco










Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
dalton barrucci
Cellular Automata Simulation 
of World Democratization
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: CSC 4910
Department: Computer Science
anthony barry
Building an Adaptable Training Model
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
jillian batista
Evidence based practices 
in physical education 
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
melissa bennett
Equity & Access: Women’s 
issues and rights
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
kellie bent
Affective filter hypothesis: An 
evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul









Whole Genome Annotation of 
Three New Mycobacteriophage: 
Heliosoles, Lokk & BobSwaget
Instructor: Janine LeBlanc-Straceski
Class Affiliation: BIO 2018
Department: Biology
victoria bethoney
Peer assisted learning: An 
evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
samuel bitzer
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
lindsay bjorkman
Equity & Access: Persons 
with physical disabilities
Instructor: Laura Hsu





Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
jessica bradley
The Effect of the Color Red and 
Attractiveness on Punishment
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
kayla breton
Occupational Therapy in Varied Settings
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4855
Department: Health Sciences
justin brewster
Growth Kinetics of ZnS Nanoparticles 
Instructor: Stephen Theberge
Class Affiliation: CHM 4910/4920
Department: Chemistry 
shelagh brice
The Impact of Community Garden 
Programs on Academic Achievement
Honors Project
Instructor: Sean Condon
Class Affiliation: HON 4003
Department: Honors Program
vanessa broni
Equity & Access: Prison populations
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
meghan brophy
Making the Healthy Choice 
the Easy Choice
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
melissa browne
Strategies for English Language 
Learners: Evidence based practices?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
aaron bryant
Community based acute treatment: 
An evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
jolene buczala
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
ariana bueno
The Effects of Competition on 
Hand-Eyed Coordination in 
Athletes and Non-Athletes
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: SY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
brianna butler
LUSH Fresh  
Handmade Cosmetics
Instructor: Patricia Clarke
Class Affiliation: MKT 3320A
Department: Marketing
taquina cachimuel
Equity & Access: Women’s 
issues and rights
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
laura cahill
Development of the Warriors’ 
Wellness Program
Instructor: Traci Alberti
Class Affiliation: Directed Study
Department: Visual and Performing Arts
riley calzonetti
Tim Hortons Entering Europe: 
Expansion Into Norway
Instructor: Patricia Clarke
Class Affiliation: MKT 3320A
Department: Marketing
madison cammarata
Equity & Access: Immigrant populations
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
lauren campbell
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
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lauren campbell
Equity & Access: Prison populations
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
erika campbell
Return to Normal Walking Gait
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
victoria carter
Equity & Access: Women’s 
issues and rights
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
julie casallas
Equity & Access: Environmental 
“just sustainability”
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
tim cashman
Creating Artificial Muscles 
from Nylon Fishing Line
Instructor: John A. Gallagher
Class Affiliation: MEN 5060
Department: Mechanical Engineering
denise castillo
College Students’ Perceptions of Police 
Use of Force: Does Suspect Race Matter?
Instructor: Alicia Malone
Class Affiliation: CRM 7005G
Department: Criminology
justina catarino
The Effect of Distractions 
on Test Taking Ability
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
jesica chaya
Using Social Justice to Bring content 
in a Math Classroom to Life
Honors Project
Instructor: Sean Condon






Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
jennifer cobuccio
Frazier free Water Protocol: An 
evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W 
Department: Human Development
tyler coggeshall
After school programs for at-risk 
youth: An evidence based practice
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
christopher comeau
Creating Artificial Muscles 
from Nylon Fishing Line
Instructor: John A. Gallagher
Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Mechanical Engineering
christopher comeau
Investigation of Additives on Material 
Properties of the Concrete Canoe
Instructor: Angeliki Rigos
Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
shannon connolly
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
shannon connolly
Phage Heliosoles: pH and the 
Efficiency of Bacteriophage Infection
Instructor: Janine LeBlanc-Straceski 
Class Affiliation: BIO 1027L
Department: Biology
hannah corio 
Cognitive behavioral therapy: 
An evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
ashlee cormier
Color Paper vs  Test Performance
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
jaime cortes
Tim Hortons Entering 
Europe:Expansion Into Norway
Instructor: Patricia Clarke
Class Affiliation: MKT 3320A
Department: Marketing
christopher crawley
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
madison creighton
Investigating the Biochemical 




Class Affiliation: BIO 4092
Department: Biology
jian cui
Math Skills Testing Software System
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle





Class Affiliation: POL 3122
Department: Political Science
shifali dadwal
Environmental concentrations of 
metformin exposure affect behavior in 
the Siamese fighting fish, Betta splendens
Instructor: David MacLaren
Class Affiliation: BIO 4096
Department: Biology
tori daigle
Equity & Access: Immigrant populations
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
tiana dame
Piezoelectric Pumps for Fuel Injection
Instructor: John A  Gallagher
Class Affiliation: MEN 5060
Department: Mechanical Engineering
alyson dana
Equity & Access: Prison populations
Instructor: Laura Hsu
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alex deacon
Square Swords: A Study in 
Video Game Design
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: Directed Study
Department: Computer Science
alex deacon
Cellular Automata Simulation 
of World Democratization
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: CSC 4910
Department: Computer Science
jason decosta
MerMAID Research Group 
Data Monitoring System
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: CSC 4920
Department: Computer Science
kristina dias
Reaction Time in Distracted 
Athletes and Non-Athletes
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
alex dipietro
Synthesis of Novel μ-Agonists for 
the Treatment of CNS Diseases
Instructor: Brian Provencher
Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
norway dolan
Equity & Access: Persons 
with physical disabilities
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
kayleigh donahue
Personality Judgements in Color
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
imogene donovan
Early career mentoring: An 
evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
rachel drab
Parent teacher organizations: Evidence 
based practices for engaging parents
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
laura drinkwater
The Effect of the Color Red and 
Attractiveness on Punishment
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
juan du
Music Software for Introductory 
Theory Students
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: CSC 4910
Department: Computer Science
macie dwyer
Equity & Access: Environmental 
“just sustainability”
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
tamer ellamushi
The manufacturing techniques of 
investment casting for gas turbine blades
Instructor: Roselita Fragoudakis
Class Affiliation: MEN 5051
Department: Mechanical Engineering
alexa emma
PBIS (student achievement programs): 
Evidence based practices?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
rachel erwin
The Effects of Competition on 
Hand-Eyed Coordination in 
Athletes and Non-Athletes
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
joseph feeney
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A
Department: Philosophy
stephanie feliciano
Equity & Access: Students 
with learning disabilities
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
nicole ferzoco
Color Paper vs  Test Performance
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
jonathan fletcher
Synthesis of Ligands and Kinetic Studies 
of the N-C Oxidative Addition Reaction 
in [PN(Me)P]RhCl Complexes
Instructor: Anthony L. Fernandez
Class Affiliation: CHM 4910/4920
Department: Chemistry
jillian flowers
Personality Judgements in Color
Instructor: Allison Seitchik 
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
kristen ford
Equity & Access: Women’s 
issues and rights
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
cailin fraser
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
miranda gagnon
Spatial Distribution of Beaver Dams 
and Lodges in Three Northeast 
Massachusetts Watersheds
Instructor: Jon Lyon 
Class Affiliation: BIO 4092/4096
Department: Biology
samantha geary
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A
Department: Philosophy 
ashley gendreau 
Small group instruction for mathematics: 
Evidence based practices
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
samantha gerrior 
Racial Differences in Support & 
Opposition of Capital Punishment
Instructor: Alicia Malone
Class Affiliation: CRM 7005G
Department: Criminology
carli giacchino
Portsmouth Regional Hospital - Nursing
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
shannon glynn
Family Literacy Bags: An 
evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
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emmanuelle godo solo
Investigating the Biochemical 




Class Affiliation: BIO 4092
Department: Biology
lindsey goldstein
The Relationship Between Media 
Consumption & Perceptions of 
Punishment in College Students
Honors Project
Instructor: Alicia Malone
Class Affiliation: CRM 7005G
Department: Criminology
thomas gorman
Warriors Supporting Warriors: 
Healthy Relationships Edition
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
sophia gorton
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A 
Department: Philosophy
sophia grayson
Strategies for working with 
English Language Learners: 
Evidence based practices? 
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
connor griffin
Crossfit is the Cure
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4855
Department: Health Sciences
randa griffin
Motivation programs for children with 
Autism: Evidence based practices?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
emily grimmer
Color Paper vs  Test Performance
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
gabrielle guenther
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A
Department: Philosophy
samantha guerra
Is it Possible to Talk on a Cell Phone 
without it Interfering with Driving?
Instructor: Michael Stroud





Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
julie hamilton
Cognitive behavioral therapy: 
An evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul





Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
alison hanlon
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A
Department: Philosophy
alison hanlon
Testing the Effects of Anti-bacterial 
Hand Soap on E  Coli
Instructor: Jimmy Franco
Class Affiliation: CHM 2220
Department: Chemistry
alison hanlon
Whole Genome Annotation of 
Three New Mycobacteriophage: 
Heliosoles, Lokk & BobSwaget
Instructor: Janine LeBlanc-Straceski
Class Affiliation: BIO 2018
Department: Biology
sabrina hartnett
Dress and its Effect on Helping 
Behavior of Others
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
maria haseeb
Advanced technology equals 
increased physical activity
Instructor: Cynthia Ferrara
Class Affiliation: HSC 4800
Department: Health Sciences
jamie hayes
Investigation of Red Wine Varietals 
by Headspace-SPMEand GC-MS
Instructor: Stephen Theberge
Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
marissa herrera
Preferential seating for child with 
learning and attention difficulties: 
An evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W 
Department: Human Development
brenna heuther
Multiple intelligences: An 
evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
allison hogan
New Country, New You!
Honors Project
Instructor: Sean Condon
Class Affiliation: HON 4005
Department: Honors Program
anne hudson
Multi sensory instruction: An 
evidence based practice? 
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
kayla hulburt
Equity & Access: Persons 
with mental health issues
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
kayla hulburt
Flooding/band aid method for separation 
anxiety: An evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
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tyler hunt
The relationship between gait 
biomechanics, selected lower extremity 
strength, static lower extremity measures 
and injury history in Division II 
collegiate middle to long distance runners
Instructor: Andrew Cannon
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4800
Department: Health Sciences
justin hussar
Tim Hortons Entering 
Europe:Expansion Into Norway
Instructor: Patricia Clarke









The study of antibacterial and 
antifungal properties in various 
natural and cultural foods
Instructor: Jimmy Franco
Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
samantha jewers
Identification of Antibiotic Resistant 
Bacteria in Ground Turkey
Instructor: Charlotte Berkes
Class Affiliation: BIO 4092
Department: Biology
katey johnson
Shake Flask Conditions and Cell Growth
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
savannah johnson
The Effect of the Color Red and 
Attractiveness on Punishment
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
hayley kaddaras
Equity & Access: Environmental 
“just sustainability”
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
lucas kaestner
Crime and Inequality in the News
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
emma kang-theberge
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B 
Department: Philosophy
lewis kass
Montessori approach: An 
evidence based practice
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
kristin kazzi
The study of antibacterial and 
antifungal properties in various 
natural and cultural foods
Instructor: Jimmy Franco
Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
kristin kazzi
Most recent human rabies cases in The 
United States: Story of an LGH patient
Instructor: Jimmy Franco
Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
patrick keighley
Implementation of a Nutrition‐
Education Program Designed to 
Improve the Diets of Low Income 
Underserved Populations
Instructor: Michael Corcoran
Class Affiliation: HSC 4810
Department: Health Sciences
jenna ketterer
Warriors Supporting Warriors: 
Healthy Relationships Edition
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
carla khoder
College Students’ Perceptions of Police 
Use of Force: Does Suspect Race Matter?
Instructor: Alicia Malone
Class Affiliation: CRM 7005G
Department: Criminology
andrew klim
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
shareef kotb
Medicine in the Islamic Golden Age
Honors Project
Instructor: Sean Condon
Class Affiliation: HON 4006
Department: Honors Program
shareef kotb
The study of antibacterial and 
antifungal properties in various 
natural and cultural foods
Instructor: Jimmy Franco
Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
beth labossier
The relationship between gait 
biomechanics, selected lower extremity 
strength, static lower extremity measures 
and injury history in Division II 
collegiate middle to long distance runners
Instructor: Andrew Cannon
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4800
Department: Health Sciences
juliette lafavre
Standards based curriculum: An 
evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W 
Department: Human Development
rachel lahair
Equity & Access: LGBTQQIA
Instructor: Laura Hsu





Class Affiliation: POL 3122
Department: Political Science
allison langone
Environmental concentrations of 
metformin exposure affect nest 
building behavior in the Siamese 
fighting fish, Betta splendens
Honors Project
Instructor: David MacLaren
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christina lannon 
Response to Intervention (RTI): 
An evidence based practice
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
ryan laroche













Piezoelectric Pumps for Fuel Injection
Instructor: John A. Gallagher
Class Affiliation: MEN 5060
Department: Mechanical Engineering
brianna lauletta
The benefits of recess on children 
with behavioral challenges:  
Evidence based practices
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W 
Department: Human Development 
maxx lawson
Investigating the Biochemical 




Class Affiliation: BIO 4092
Department: Biology
allison leighton
Equity & Access: Elderly Persons
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
alex john lemarier
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
junellie leon
Analysis of Caffeine and 
Theobromine in Chocolate
Instructor: Stephen Theberge
Class Affiliation: CHM 4910/4920
Department: Chemistry
brittany leonard
New Country, New You! 
Honors Project
Instructor: Sean Condon 
Class Affiliation: HON 4008
Department: Honors Program
talia leppo
Equity & Access: Women’s 
issues and rights
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
alysha letendre
Equity & Access: Persons 
with physical disabilities
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
justine levesque
Phage Heliosoles: pH and the 
Efficiency of Bacteriophage Infection
Instructor: Janine LeBlanc-Straceski
Class Affiliation: BIO 1027L
Department: Biology
mary levine
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A
Department: Philosophy
hannah lewis
Creating a More Sustainable Campus
Instructor: Mark Birnbaum









Chiastic Structure in Text Databases
Instructor: SeungJin Lim
Class Affiliation: CSC 4815
Department: Computer Science
olivia lombardo
The Effect of Distractions 
on Test Taking Ability
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
robert losanno
Caffeine and Other Pharmaceuticals 
in Campus Wastewater
Instructor: Stephen Theberge
Class Affiliation: CHM 4910/4920
Department: Chemistry
jackie lurvey
LUSH Fresh Handmade Cosmetics
Instructor: Patricia Clarke
Class Affiliation: MKT 3320A
Department: Marketing
briana lynch
LUSH Fresh Handmade Cosmetics
Instructor: Patricia Clarke
Class Affiliation: MKT 3320A
Department: Marketing
haley macaluso
Equity & Access: Elderly Persons
Instructor: Laura Hsu









Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
carly maddaleni
Equity & Access: Prison populations
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
derek madden
Effects of Heroin Overdoses 
on Healthcare
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
emily maier
Reaction Time in Distracted 
Athletes and Non-Athletes
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
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molly malinowski
Merrimack RWCP: Reflective 
Writing Center Practice
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul





Class Affiliation: POL 3122
Department: Political Science
angelica marinelli 
Dress and its Effect on Helping 
Behavior of Others
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
lexi marshall sobczak
Social group interventions (starbound): 
Evidence based practices
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
meghan martin
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
kathleen martyn
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A
Department: Philosophy
tiana maylor
Strategies for building trusting 
relationships in guidance counseling: 
Evidence based practices?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
sarah mcallister
Applied behavioral therapy: An 
evidence based practice
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
hayley mcauliffe
OLWEUS (bullying prevention 
programs) An Evidence based  Practice? 
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
lauren mccarthy
The Impact of Community Garden 
Programs on Academic Achievement
Honors Project
Instructor: Sean Condon
Class Affiliation: HON 4009
Department: Honors Program
annie mcdonnell
Bringing Responsible Consumerism 
to the College Campus
Honors Project
Instructor: Sean Condon
Class Affiliation: HON 4010
Department: Honors Program
caitlin mcgowan
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
brianna mcgowan
Strategies for mainstreaming: 
Evidence based practices
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
hailey mckeever
Equity & Access: Persons 
with physical disabilities
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
carly mckenna
Reaction Time in Distracted 
Athletes and Non-Athletes
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
meaghan mckenna
Reaction Time in Distracted 
Athletes and Non-Athletes
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
jocelyn mclain
Equity & Access: Elderly Persons
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
mary mcneil
Equity & Access: Students 
with learning disabilities
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
kaleigh mcnicholas
Equity & Access: Persons 
with mental health issues
Instructor: Laura Hsu





Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
ashley mederios
The relationship between gait 
biomechanics, selected lower extremity 
strength, static lower extremity measures 
and injury history in Division II 
collegiate middle to long distance runners
Instructor: Andrew Cannon
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4800
Department: Health Sciences
madison miller
Equity & Access: Students 
with learning disabilities
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
mckenna moore
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A
Department: Philosophy
madison morey
Phage MackDonalds: Phages 
Vs Temperature
Instructor: Janine LeBlanc-Straceski





Class Affiliation: POL 3122 
Department: Political Science
alannah mullen
Color Paper vs  Test Performance
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
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will mullin
Synthesis of Novel μ-Agonists for 
the Treatment of CNS Diseases
Instructor: Brian Provencher
Class Affiliation: CHM 4910/4920
Department: Chemistry
sarah muolo
Mental health counseling strategies: 
Evidence based practices
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
mary murphy
Racial Differences in Support & 
Opposition of Capital Punishment
Instructor: Alicia Malone
Class Affiliation: CRM 7005G
Department: Criminology
rachel murphy
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT): 
An evidence based practice
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W 
Department: Human Development
nicole nanof
Phage Heliosoles: pH and the 
Efficiency of Bacteriophage Infection
Instructor: Janine LeBlanc-Straceski
Class Affiliation: BIO 1027L
Department: Biology 
shaya nehme
Creating Artificial Muscles 
from Nylon Fishing Line
Instructor: John A. Gallagher
Class Affiliation: MEN 3020H
Department: Mechanical Engineering
katherine neumann
Strategies in speech and language: 
Evidence based practices
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W 
Department: Human Development
nicole neville
The Effect of the Color Red and 
Attractiveness on Punishment
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
adam newell
Concussions in Specific Populations
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
liliana newman 
Equity & Access: Immigrant populations
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
brian o’connor
Bullying Prevention Programs: 
Evidence based practices?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
brianna o’donnell
The identification of L,D-




Class Affiliation: HON 4012
Department: Honors Program
anela omerovic
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
lauren orsillo
Heart Disease Among African 
American Women
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
timothy oteri
Physical Training and Sport Performance
Instructor: Cynthia Ferrara
Class Affiliation: HSC 4810
Department: Health Sciences
isabelle palmer
Equity & Access: Students 
with learning disabilities
Instructor: Laura Hsu










Class Affiliation: CHM 4920
Department: Chemistry
anilkumar pasupuleti
The new face and trends 
of manufacturing
Instructor: Roselita Fragoudakis
Class Affiliation: MEN 5050
Department: Mechanical Engineering
alicia penta
Equity & Access: Environmental 
“just sustainability”
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
joseph petrides
Math Skills Testing Software System
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: CSC 4910
Department: Computer Science
joseph petrides
A Survey of Lattice-Based Cryptography
Instructor: Zach Kissel
Class Affiliation: Directed Study
Department: Computer Science
robin phillips
IMEC (International Medical 
Equipment Collabrative)
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
jacqueline pieper 
Play therapy: An evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
michelle radoccia
OT and Its Patient Population: 
Individuals with Disabilities 
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4855
Department: Health Sciences
nicholas rampino
MMP9 inhibitors for applications 
in wound healing
Instructor: Jimmy Franco
Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
megan ramsay
Wilson reading system : An 
evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
alyssa raso
1-2-3 Magic strategies for classroom 
discipline: An evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul





merrimack college research and creative achievement conference 
kelli readey
Development of the Warriors’ 
Wellness Program
Instructor: Nancy Wynn
Class Affiliation: FAA 3960/FAA 4950
Department: Visual and Performing Arts
shaun reiss
Racial Differences in Support & 
Opposition of Capital Punishment
Instructor: Alicia Malone
Class Affiliation: CRM 7005G
Department: Criminology
christopher reusch
Spatial Distribution of Beaver Dams 
and Lodges in Three Northeast 
Massachusetts Watersheds
Instructor: Jon Lyon
Class Affiliation: BIO 4092/4096 
Department: Biology
cecilia reyes
Personality Judgements in Color
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
nicco riparo
Equity & Access: Persons 
with mental health issues
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
hunter ripsom-gardiner
Music Software for Introductory 
Theory Students
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: CSC 4910
Department: Computer Science
hunter ripsom-gardiner
A Zero-Knowledge Proof for Kakuro
Honors Project
Instructor: Zach Kissel
Class Affiliation: Honor’s Thesis
Department: Computer Science
devyn rizzo
The Effect of Distractions 
on Test Taking Ability
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
jennifer robertson
Equity & Access: Immigrant populations
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
ana rocker
Classroom management strategies: 
Evidence based practices?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
abby rongione
Equity & Access: LGBTQQIA
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
joel rozen
Environmental concentrations of 
metformin exposure affect behavior in 
the Siamese fighting fish, Betta splendens
Instructor: David MacLaren
Class Affiliation: BIO 4092
Department: Biology
kolby ryan
Equity & Access: Environmental 
“just sustainability”
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
samantha salem
Beauty Standards for College Women
Instructor: Daniel Herd
Class Affiliation: SOC 3100
Department: Sociology
krista sampson
Warriors Supporting Warriors: 
Healthy Relationships Edition
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
nicholas santosuosso
Redistributive Incidence of the Flat Tax 
Honors Project
Instructor: Sean Condon
Class Affiliation: HON 4014
Department: Honors Program
rachel santosuosso
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan









Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
marisa schaller
Color Paper vs  Test Performance
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
lissette schum
The History of Arthroscopy
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
doug searl
Problems with Holding Psychiatric 
Patients in Emergency Department
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
brianna sebio
The Effects of Competition on 
Hand-Eyed Coordination in 
Athletes and Non-Athletes
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
samantha serio
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
allison sexton
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
suzanne shahin
Environmental concentrations of 
metformin exposure affect behavior in 
the Siamese fighting fish, Betta splendens
Instructor: David MacLaren
Class Affiliation: BIO 4092
Department: Biology
savannah shairs
Inside the Minds of Criminals
Honors Project
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
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melanie shanley
Environmental concentrations of 
metformin exposure affect behavior in 
the Siamese fighting fish, Betta splendens
Instructor: David MacLare
Class Affiliation: BIO 4096
Department: Biology
michaela shaw
Equity & Access: LGBTQQIA
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
megan sheppard
Nutrition and Exercise Trends 
throughout the College Experience
Honors Project
Instructor: Michael Corcoran
Class Affiliation: HSC 3500
Department: Health Sciences
stantosh shrestha
MerMAID Research Group 
Data Monitoring System
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: CSC 4920
Department: Computer Science
alexandra silva
Equity & Access: Elderly Persons
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
morgan sleeman
Applied behavioral therapy: An 
evidence based practice? 
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
lauren smith
Warriors Supporting Warriors: 
Healthy Relationships Edition
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
jackie sobchuk
Synthesis of Ligands and Kinetic Studies 
of the N-C Oxidative Addition Reaction 
in [PN(Me)P]RhCl Complexes
Instructor: Anthony L. Fernandez
Class Affiliation: CHM 4910/4920
Department: Chemistry
paige sorensen
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A
Department: Philosophy
ann spaulding
Equity & Access: Immigrant populations
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
jackie spolidoro
Equity & Access: Persons 
with mental health issues
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
gregory st. james
MerMAID Research Group 
Data Monitoring System
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: CSC 4920
Department: Computer Science
mary stafford
Personality Judgements in Color
Instructor: Allison Seitchik





Class Affiliation: MEN 5040
Department: Mechanical Engineering
emily stevinson
Peer Assisted Learning Strategies 
(PALS): An evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
marisa stewart
Dress and its Effect on Helping 
Behavior of Others
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
kassidy sullivan
Entrance and Exit tickets in the 
classroom: An evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
anna swenson
Involving parents in schools: : 
Evidence based practices?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
samuel tankel
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A
Department: Philosophy
rachel tassinari
Counseling strategies for children with 
autism: Evidence based practices
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
rachel tavani
Visual supports for children with 
Autism: Evidence based practices?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
katherine taylor
Visualization in Complex Analysis
Honors Project
Instructor: Dana Rowland





Class Affiliation: CSC 4910
Department: Computer Science
brianna tierney
Medical play: An evidence 
based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
dennis tran
The study of antibacterial and 
antifungal properties in various 
natural and cultural foods
Instructor: Jimmy Franco
Class Affiliation: CHM 4800
Department: Chemistry
kathy tran
The Effect of Distractions 
on Test Taking Ability
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
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dennis trinh
Identification of Antifungal 
Compounds in a Large-Scale Screen 
of a Kinase Inhibitor LIbrary
Instructor: Charlotte Berkes
Class Affiliation: BIO 4092
Department: Biology
caroline urbanek
Merrimack RWCP: Reflective 
Writing Center Practice
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul





Class Affiliation: CSC 4910
Department: Computer Science
tessa vasilliadis
Evidence based practices in Counseling
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
gabriela vega
College Students’ Perceptions of Police 
Use of Force: Does Suspect Race Matter?
Instructor: Alicia Malone
Class Affiliation: CRM 7005G
Department: Criminology
sarah vita
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-A
Department: Philosophy
meredith waddick
Tools of the mind: An 
evidence based practice?
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W
Department: Human Development
madison ward
Total Knee Arthroplasty Recovery
Instructor: Kevin Finn
Class Affiliation: HSC 4850
Department: Health Sciences
lauren webb
Evidence based practices in Education 
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: HDE 2000W 
Department: Human Development
keegan white-o’brien
Music Software for Introductory 
Theory Students
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle






Class Affiliation: Directed Study
Department: Computer Science
ashley widing
Merrimack RWCP: Reflective 
Writing Center Practice
Instructor: Katelyn Kurkul
Class Affiliation: Independent Project
Department: Human Development
amanda wiles
Dress and its Effect on Helping 
Behavior of Others
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-A
Department: Psychology
jacob wilkins
Digital Dirt: Novel Terrain Error Metrics
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: Directed Study
Department: Computer Science
jacob wilkins
Cellular Automata Simulation 
of World Democratization
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: CSC 4910
Department: Computer Science
connor williams
Math Skills Testing Software System
Instructor: Christopher Stuetzle
Class Affiliation: CSC 4910
Department: Computer Science
alyssa williamson 
The Effects of Competition on 
Hand-Eyed Coordination in 
Athletes and Non-Athletes
Instructor: Allison Seitchik
Class Affiliation: PSY 1100W-B
Department: Psychology
matt wilson
Creating Artificial Muscles 
from Nylon Fishing Line
Instructor: John A. Gallagher
Class Affiliation: MEN 5060
Department: Mechanical Engineering
kathryn wisniewski
Whole Genome Annotation of 
Three New Mycobacteriophage: 
Heliosoles, Lokk & BobSwaget
Instructor: Janine LeBlanc-Straceski
Class Affiliation: BIO 2018 
Department: Biology
kathleen witham
Equity & Access: Elderly Persons
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
caisie wynot
Spatial Distribution of Beaver Dams 
and Lodges in Three Northeast 
Massachusetts Watersheds
Instructor: Jon Lyon
Class Affiliation: BIO 4092/4096 
Department: Biology
kayla yianacopolus
Equity & Access: LGBTQQIA
Instructor: Laura Hsu
Class Affiliation: EDU 2130
Department: Education
delaney yule
Was Meursault’s Killing of 
the Arab a Hate Crime?
Instructor: George Heffernan
Class Affiliation: PHL 1000H-B
Department: Philosophy
oscar zepeda
Tim Hortons Entering 
Europe:Expansion Into Norway
Instructor: Patricia Clarke






Dating Violence and 
Healthy Relationships
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
lucas kaestner
Teen Dating Violence, What 
it is and how to prevent it
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
alexandra luchetti
Teen Dating Violence, What 
it is and how to prevent it
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
krystal morales
“Mama look at me!” Warning Signs 
and Effects of Child Abuse
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
naa peasah-boadu
“Mama look at me!” Warning Signs 
and Effects of Child Abuse
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
antoinette piantedosi 
“Mama look at me!” Warning Signs 
and Effects of Child Abuse
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
alessandra ricigliano
Dating Violence and 
Healthy Relationships
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
jaspreet singh
Teen Dating Violence, What 
it is and how to prevent it
Instructor: Krista McQueeney
Class Affiliation: CRM 3500
Department: Criminology
john tuthill
Dating Violence and 
Healthy Relationships
Instructor: Krista McQueeney






War on Drugs or War on Blacks?
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
francesca arcari
Wetherbee Elementary Second 
Grade: 1-PS4-3 Effects of Light 
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360 
Department: Education
chris bender
Crime and Inequality in the News
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
kellie bent
Wetherbee Elementary First 
Grade: 1-PS4-4 Sound 
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
kelsie blood
Kill or Be Killed, What Would You Do?
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello





Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
megan bouchard
Wetherbee Elementary Fourth Grade: 
3-PS2-1 Force and Structures
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
erin brown
Wetherbee Elementary Third Grade: 
2-PS1-3 Properties of Materials
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360 
Department: Education
victoria carter
Wetherbee Elementary Third Grade: 
2-PS1-3 Properties of Materials
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360 
Department: Education
michaela christie
Wetherbee Elementary Third Grade: 
3-PS2-1- Force of Motion
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
courtney clark
Color is not Cause for 
Reasonable Suspicion
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
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sara dimartino
Wetherbee Elementary Kindergarten: 
Prek- PS1-1Solids and Liquids
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
chrissi dimartino
Wetherbee Elementary First 
Grade: 1-PS4-4 Sound 
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
leann dimauro
Wetherbee Elementary Fourth Grade: 
3-PS2-1 Force and Structures
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
amanda donnelly
Wetherbee Elementary Second 
Grade: 1-PS4-3 Effects of Light 
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360 
Department: Education
imy donovan
Wetherbee Elementary Second Grade: 
2-PS1-1 Properties of Materials
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
alexa emma
Wetherbee Elementary Fourth 
Grade: 1-PS4-1 Sound
Instructor: Anne Gatling





Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
ashley gendreau
Wetherbee Elementary Third Grade: 
3-PS2-3 Magnetic Fields:
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360 
Department: Education
lauren goodridge 
Crime and Inequality in the News
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
tommy gorman
Crime and Inequality in the News
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello










Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
julianne kelleher
Wetherbee Elementary Fourth 
Grade: 1-PS4-1 Sound
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360 
Department: Education
juliette lafavre
Wetherbee Elementary Second 
Grade: 1-PS4-1 Light and Sound
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
gabby lamb
Wetherbee Elementary First 
Grade: 1-LS1-1 Senses
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360 
Department: Education
conor lavery
Education and its Disenfranchisement 
of Minorities
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
ashley little
Is Eyewitness Testimony Accurate?
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
cassandra long
How it All Fell Apart
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
felila manu
Crime and Inequality in the News
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
caitlyn marchino
Wetherbee Elementary First 
Grade: 1-LS1-1 Senses
Instructor: Ann Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360 
Department: Education
kasey marcoux
Wetherbee Elementary Fourth 
Grade: 4-LS1-1 Animal and Plants 
Internal vs  External Characteristics
Instructor: Anne Gatling










Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
alexa mello
Crime and Inequality in the News
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello










Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
mark o’brien
Looking Through the Broken Window: 
The Impact of Race on Policing
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello














Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
aubrey o’neill
Reality vs  Perception: 
Women in Policing
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
akenzi paluso
Wetherbee Elementary Fourth 
Grade: 4-LS1-1 Animal and Plants 
Internal vs  External Characteristics
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
shana parrella
Police Use of Force
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
naa peasah-boadu
Ideal Criminals and Victims
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
maddie piccoli
Wetherbee Elementary Kindergarten: 
Prek- PS1-1Solids and Liquids
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
alex powers
Police Brutality and Accountability 
in the Case of Eric Garner
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
tom price
The True Power of the Prosecutor
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
corey resendes 
The Criminalblackman: Who is it?
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
karina sanchez
Wetherbee Elementary Second Grade: 
2-PS1-1 Properties of Materials
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360 
Department: Education
nicole sheehan
Claiming victims, taking lives, changing 
policing and policy: the opioid crisis
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
connor sheridan
Inside the Civil War on Crime
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
taylor simpson
Wetherbee Elementary Third Grade: 
3-PS2-3 Magnetic Fields:
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
lauren smith
Crime and Inequality in the News
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
jack turo
Inside the Heroin Epidemic in NH
Instructor: Brittnie Aiello
Class Affiliation: CRM 3380
Department: Criminology
emily walsh
Wetherbee Elementary Second 
Grade: 1-PS4-1 Light and Sound
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
lauren webb
Wetherbee Elementary Third Grade: 
3-PS2-1- Force of Motion
Instructor: Anne Gatling
Class Affiliation: EDU 3360
Department: Education
37 
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“Ew!” with Jimmy Fallon: Mocking 
Millennial Narcissism 
Instructor: Lisa Perks
Class Affiliation: COM 3420
Department: Communication Arts and Sciences
38 
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samuel royston
The Martian: A Guide to Laughing 
at Your Imminent Demise
Instructor: Lisa Perks
Class Affiliation: COM 3420








I Love Lucy and Her Representation 
of Rebellion On and Off Camera
Instructor: Lisa Perks
Class Affiliation: COM 3420




Class Affiliation: ESS 4820/4920
Department: Environmental 
Studies and Sustainability
WWW.MERRIMACK.EDU
